
Mr. Ralph Stein, Associate Director
Office of Systems Integration and Regulations
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
U. S. Department of Energy RW-24
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Stein:

SUBJECT: MINUTES FROM THE FEBRUARY 23, 1989 MONTHLY QUALITY ASSURANCE
MEETING

The purpose of this letter is to transmit to you the minutes from the
February 23, 1989 monthly quality assurance (QA) meeting. The minutes were
prepared by members of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff
and representatives for the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE).

The major area of discussion at the meeting was DOE's schedule for conducting
surveillances of its and its contractors' QA programs. In addition, the staff
made two presentations clarifying its January 10, 1989 letter on QA, and
describing changes to its observation audit procedure. A detailed discussion
of these activities is given in the enclosed minutes.

The next monthly meeting has been tentatively scheduled for March 22, 1989 in
Las Vegas, Nevada, and some preliminary agenda items are contained in the
enclosure. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the NRC
project manager for QA, Mr. Joseph Holonich. Mr. Holonich can be reached at
(301) 492-3403 or FTS 492-3403.

Sincerely,

John J. Linehan, Director
Repository Licensing and Quality
Assurance Project Directorate

Division of High-Level Waste Management

Enclosure: As stated

cc: C. Gertz, DOE/NV
R. Loux, State of Nevada
M. Baughman, Lincoln County, NV
S. Bradhurst, Nye County, NV
D. Bechtel, Clark County, NV
K. Turner, GAO

DISTRIBUTION AND CONCURRENCE: SEE NEXT PAGE
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ENCLOSURE

On February 23, 1989, members of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
met with representatives from the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE), and the
State of Nevada. The meeting was the monthly quality assurance (QA) meeting
held to discuss issues on an ongoing basis. Attachment 1 is a list of attendees.

The first topic of the meeting was a presentation by DOE on Its schedules for
surveillances, which will be conducted between February and July 1989. In its
presentation, DOE stated that the surveillances comprised a set of verification
activities at different levels. The levels In descending order include DOE
headquarters (DOE/HQ), the Yucca Mountain Project Office (the Project Office),
and program participants. The DOE/HQ surveillances would be conducted after
the participants had conducted their internal surveillances, and would be of
three types. One type would cover Project activities related to program elements;
the second would cover Project activities related to established milestones;
and the third would cover internal DOE/HQ surveillances. In addition, DOE/HQ
would observe the Project's summary surveillances conducted prior to the QA
programs qualification audits.

The Project Office would also conduct internal surveillances and surveillances
of the participants. In the first set of audits, the Project Office would
evaluate its and the participants' procedures to determine if the procedures
comply with the "Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigation Quality Assurance
Plan," (NNWSI/88-9), Revision 2 and if the procedures were adequate. The second
set of audits would then be conducted to determine if the procedures were being
properly Implemented, and the final set of surveillances would be the summary
surveillances prior to the qualification audits. At the summary surveillances,
the Project Office would focus its attention on whether the participant being
surveyed was taking the necessary corrective actions in response to the previous
surveillances. Besides these surveillances, DOE stated that the Project
Office is preliminarily scheduled to conduct a monthly surveillance of each of
the project participants after the qualification audit (see Attached 2).
The purpose of these surveillances would be to evaluate the implementation of
the QA program on an ongoing basis.

Overall, DOE has scheduled 169 surveillances to be conducted by the participants,
the Project Office and DOE/HQ between February and July 1989. Attachment 2 is
a copy of the DOE presentation.

The staff raised several questions on how the surveillances would be conducted.
First the staff asked about the method used for selecting the scopes of the
surveillances. In response to this question, DOE stated that the procedures
were prioritized based on: (1) the start of the exploratory shaft facility (ESF),
Title II design; (2) long lead time procurement activities; (3) site preparation;
and (4) QA program qualification surveillances. Then the procedures were grouped
within each of the four priorities given above. By doing this, DOE established
the procedures that would be covered in a given surveillance. A copy of the
procedural grouping is given in Attachment 3.

Receivedw/ltrDated.
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DOE went onto say that it would be screening activities in accordance with the
guidance given in NUREG-1318, "Technical Position on Items and Activities in the
High-Level Waste Geologic Repository Program Subject to Quality Assurance
Requirements." DOE's initial assumption would be that all activities are QA
Level I until it generates the necessary Q-lists in accordance with its
administrative procedures.

In describing how the surveillances would be conducted, DOE responded to a staff
question by stating that qualified Project Office personnel would be reviewing
the procedures to determine if they were in compliance with NNWSI/88-9, and if
they were adequate. Adequacy of the procedures would address such questions as
those given below.

(1) Are the responsibilities and interfaces defined?

(2) Is the scope and purpose of the procedure clear?

(3) Are there any disconnects in the procedure?

In this review, the DOE stated that it would be doing a regulatory-type review
where it would be looking to determine if the participant was doing the minimum
necessary, i.e, "Did they meet the requirements?"

If there was no evidence that the procedure was being implemented, the review
was complete and the Project Office would forward its comments to the
participant. This would be followed by a visit to the participant to resolve
the comments. If it were determined that a deficiency existed, the deficiency
would be issued and tracked by the participant. The Project Office's
surveillance report would identify the deficiencies.

For areas where there was evidence of implementation, the Project Office would
check the implementation also. However, in most cases, the implementation would
not be evaluated until the procedure was checked.

The final area of discussion on the surveillances covered observation of
surveillances by the staff and the State of Nevada. DOE asked if the staff and
the State of Nevada could limit their observation of the surveillances. This
request was based on the DOE concern that the observers affect the interchange
between the QA personnel and the participants. The staff stated that it would
honor DOE's request to reduce its observations of surveillances done prior to
the start of ESF, Title II design work. The staff believes that its review of
DOE's evaluation of the readiness to start ESF, Title II design as part of its
on-site visit to be conducted in April 1989 will give t the necessary oversight
of pre-Title II work. This staff evaluation would be an indication of how well
DOE had conducted its surveillances. In addition, the staff would be reviewing
the surveillance reports, and if the staff identified problems, it would conduct
observations as it believed was necessary. Following the start of ESF, Title II
design, the staff would begin to observe the monthly surveillances. This is
necessary because the staff will be relying upon these surveillances as
indications of how well ESF, Title II design is being performed.
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The State of Nevada indicated that it would want to go to any surveillance at
any time. DOE agreed that this was the case for the State as well as the staff
and that they could contact the QA manager for the Project to discuss what they
wanted to see. Finally, DOE stated that it would keep the staff and State of
Nevada informed of the DOE/HQ surveillances.

Next, the staff presented a clarification of its January 10, 1989 letter on how
strictly DOE is applying QA. In its discussion, the staff noted that it
believed that the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50, Appendix B
(10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B) was flexible enough to accommodate the needs of
earth-science investigations. In addition, the staff believed that NNWSI/88-9
allowed the same flexibility. What the staff intended to say in its January 10,
1989 letter was there were indications that there may be a problem with an
inflexible QA program. The staff was uncertain whether this was the case and
what the causes were. As the staff saw it, there were four possible causes
of this problem. These were:

(1) the earth scientists were reluctant to adopt QA because it was different
from the way they were used to doing business;

(2) the participant plans and procedures were imposing too much;

(3) the use of scientific notebooks is not as widespread as it could be; or

(4) DOE has in place management controls that go beyond QA that may be the
problem.

The purpose of the-staff's January 10, 1989 letter was to raise this to DOE so
that DOE could determine what the cause of the problem was. During the meeting,
DOE stated that this inflexibility may have resulted from some of the
observations from the staff on previous QA audits. The staff responded that it
never intended to cause this type of inflexibility, and that most of the
corrective actions it anticipated would be addressed in the audit process not
the individual QA programs. The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) noted that this
problem was similar to the concerns of nuclear power plant designers in the late
1960s and early 1970s. When QA was first started to be required, the designers
believed that it was questioning their integrity. EEI believed that a better
job needed to be done with the earth scientists so that they realized that
quality began with them. The staff volunteered to meet with DOE and the U. S.
Geological Survey's (USGS) earth scientists to further discuss these issues, as
suggested by Dallas Peck of the USGS in his letter to Sam Rousso of DOE dated
December 15, 1988.

The final presentation of the meeting was on the revisions that the staff would
make to its audit observation procedure. Attachment 4 is a copy of the
presentation. Based on the presentation, DOE believed that the staff had taken
steps to improve the observation process and allow for the conduct of more
efficient audits on DOE's part. As an action item, the staff, DOE, and the
State of Nevada would hold a conference call on Friday, March 3, 1989
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to discuss the information that would be needed by the observers prior to the
qualification audits.

At the close of the meeting, the State of Nevada requested that it be placed on
the distribution list for surveillance reports, and it noted that the State had
not yet received the completed checklists from the audits. It was agreed that
the next meeting would be in Las Vegas, Nevada on March 22, 1989 at 1:00 p.m.
Las Vegas time. Some potential topics for the meeting were suggested by DOE.
These topics were:

(1) the scope of the qualification audits for Fennix and Scission and Holmes
and Narver;

(2) the status of the surveillances; and

(3) the status of the staff's review of the participants QA program plans.

A list of final agenda items would be established jointly by the staff, DOE, and
the State of Nevada.

After the meeting, the State of Nevada provided the following written statement
for inclusion in the minutes:

"The State agrees with the NRC staff that none of the DOE Quality
Assurance activities should be closed to the participation of
either the NRC or the State. This includes any and all
surveillance activities. The State reserves the right to attend
DOE quality assurance activities that the State deems necessary."

Joseph J. Holon c Linda Desell
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U. S. Department of Energy
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DRAFT PRELIMINARY DOE QA PROGRAM VERIFICATION SCHEDULE FOR NEW
SITE CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES

NOTE: EACH PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATION HAS VARYING DEGREES Of INVOLVEMENT I NEW SITE
CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVtiES. THE DEgREE OF qA IMPLEMENTATION. AND HENCE THE qUALIFICATION



THE PURPOSE OF THE SURVEILLANCE
PROGRAM IS TO PROVIDE VERIFICATION
OF PROGRAM ACTIVITIES TO ENSURE QA
PROGRAMS ARE IN PLACE AND
EFFECTIVE AS IMPLEMENTED



OVERVIEW

* DOE/HQ WILL PERFORM INTERNAL SURVEILLANCES AND
SURVEILLANCES OF YMP ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT ESTABLISHED
MILESTONES

* YMP WILL PERFORM INTERNAL SURVEILLANCES AND
SURVEILLANCES OF PARTICIPANTS

* PARTICIPANTS WILL PERFORM INTERNAL SURVEILLANCES
AND SURVEILLANCES OF SUBCONTRACTOR ACTIVITIES



QA PROGRAM QUALIFICATION
GENERIC SCHEDULE LOGIC



DOE/HQ SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM

* PRIOR TO HQ'S QUALIFICATION AUDIT, INTERNAL SURVEILLANCES
FOR APPLICABLE PROGRAM ELEMENTS AND PROGRAM READINESS

* SURVEILLANCES OF YMP TO APPLICABLE PROGRAM ELEMENTS

* SURVEILLANCE OF YMP ACTIVITIES RELATED TO ESTABLISHED
MILESTONES

* OBSERVE YMP SUMMARY SURVEILLANCES



YMP SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM

* INTERNAL SURVEILLANCES OF PROCEDURES (FOR COMPLIANCE
WITH 88-1) AND PROCEDURE IMPLEMENTATION

* SURVEILLANCE OF PARTICIPANTS' PROCEDURES
(FOR COMPLIANCE WITH QAPP) TO SUPPORT ESTABLISHED
MILESTONES.

* SURVEILLANCES OF PARTICIPANTS' IMPLEMENTATION
OF PROCEDURES

* SUMMARY SURVEILLANCE OF PARTICIPANTS' RESOLUTION OF
IDENTIFIED DEFICIENCIES



PRELIMINARY OCRWM QA PROGRAM SURVEILLANCE MATRIX



CONSIDERATIONS - FY 89 AUDIT SCOPE
DEVELOPMENT

* FOCUS ON YMP SITE CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES

* SCOPE TO ENCOMPASS:

- APPROVED QAPP & IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENTS

- TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES PERFORMED UNDER APPROVED QAPP

ASSESS PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

* EMPHASIS ON MAJOR SITE CHARACTERIZATION MILESTONES

- TITLE 11 ESF DESIGN ACTIVITIES

LONG LEAD PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES

SITE PREPARATION





PRELIMINARY YMP QA SURVEILLANCE SCHEDULE
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Attachment 4
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REASONS FOR REVISION OF THE NRC AUDIT OBSERVATION PROCEDURE

0 TO PROVIDE IMPROVED GUIDANCE TO DOE ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF

THEIR QA PROGRAM IN ASSURING AND VERIFYING THE QUALITY OF

WORK ACTIVITIES AND END PRODUCTS

TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE FOR NRC OBSERVERS OF DOE/CONTRACTOR

SURVEILLANCES

TO INCORPORATE THE EXPERIENCE GAINED SINCE THE MAY 25, 1988

REVISION

TO IMPROVE NRC TIMELINESS IN ISSUING OBSERVATION AUDIT

REPORTS
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MAJOR AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

0 PROVIDE GUIDANCE ON CATEGORIZING FINDINGS OF THE NRC

OBSERVERS IN TERMS OF OVERALL ACCEPTABILITY OF THE QA

PROGRAM BEING AUDITED

0 EXPAND GUIDANCE TO THE NRC OBSERVERS FOR EVALUATING THE

EFFECTIVENESS OF DOE/CONTRACTOR AUDITS IN VERIFYING THE

QUALITY OF WORK ACTIVITIES AND END PRODUCTS

PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO NRC OBSERVERS ON EVALUATING THE

SIGNIFICANCE OF THEIR OBSERVATIONS

0 PROVIDE GUIDANCE ON PRE-AUDIT REVIEW BY NRC OBSERVERS OF

DOE AUDIT PLAN AND KEY DOCUMENTS RELATED TO THE AUDIT,

INCLUDING DOE AUDIT CHECKLISTS

0 PROVIDE MORE DETAILED GUIDANCE TO NRC OBSERVERS ON THEIR INPUT

TO THE OBSERVATION AUDIT REPORTS


